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Forewords

T

hrough the establishment of the ASEAN Coordinating Centre for Humanitarian Assistance on disaster
management (AHA Centre) on 17th November 2011, ASEAN has reaffirmed its commitment to counter natural
disasters through the mechanisms of regional cooperation. The AHA Centre is now an essential pillar as the
operational engine of the ASEAN Agreement on Disaster Management and Emergency Response (AADMER) to
promote joint cooperation in one of the most disaster-prone regions of the world. I congratulate the AHA Centre on
its first year anniversary which marks a milestone in our joint efforts towards achieving long-term disaster resilience
and prosperity in the ASEAN region.

Chatchai Phromlert (Mr.)
Director General
Department of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation (DDPM) of Thailand
Chairman of the Asean Committee On Disaster Management (ACDM)
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T

he AHA Centre, on its first year anniversary, is looking back on an exciting and promising year that was dedicated
to establish the Centre. Our continuous collaborative efforts in building human, physical and ICT capacities of
the AHA Centre as the basic building blocks for effective regional coordination on disaster management are
finally rewarding. At present, the AHA Centre is able to offer services in disaster monitoring, analysis, preparedness
and response.
These achievements were made possible by the invaluable contributions and strong support from the Conference of
the Parties (COP) to ASEAN Agreement on Disaster Management and Emergency Response (AADMER), the ASEAN
Committee on Disaster Management (ACDM), related Working Groups, Lead Shepherd Country and Dialogue
Partners. In addition, continuous and close support extended by the ASEAN Secretariat has been critical for the AHA
Centre in delivering the accomplishments.
Today, we simply present the AHA Centre’s First Year Anniversary Report which reflects our shared commitment
to contribute to a safer future for the ASEAN region along with our gratitude and hopes for continuing fruitful
cooperation.

Said Faisal (Mr.)
Executive Director
ASEAN Coordinating Centre for Humanitarian Assistance on disaster management (AHA Centre)
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Origins

The Road to THE AHA Centre
On 26 July 2005, ASEAN Foreign Ministers signed The
Agreement on Disaster Management and Emergency
Response (AADMER) in Vientiane, Lao PDR. The
objective of AADMER is to provide effective mechanisms
to achieve substantial reduction of disaster losses in
lives and in the social, economic and environmental
assets of the parties, and to jointly respond to disaster
emergencies through concerted national efforts and
intensified regional and international cooperation.
AAdmer includes the need to establish ASEAN
Coordinating Centre for Humanitarian Assistance on
disaster management (AHA Centre).
Under the ASEAN Agreement on Disaster Management
and Emergency Response (AADMER), which entered
into force on 24 December 2009, the ten ASEAN
Member States - Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos,
Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand
and Vietnam have a commitment to pursue cooperation
in developing and implementing measures to reduce
disaster losses including setting up the regional disaster
management mechanisms.

S

outheast Asia is located in one of the most
disaster-prone regions of the world and is exposed
to almost all types of natural hazards, including
tsunamis, earthquakes, floods, typhoons, cyclones,
droughts, landslides, and volcanic eruptions with some
notable Major disaster events, such as 2004 Indian
Ocean Tsunami and 2008 Cyclone Nargis.
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The establishment of “ASEAN Coordinating Centre
for Humanitarian Assistance on disaster management”
(AHA Centre) as the regional hub for disaster monitoring
and analysis, preparedness, response, and technical
and scientific cooperation, is one of AADMER’s key
stipulations.
This report outlines the history, functions, and
achievements of the AHA Centre, the invaluable amount
of support it has received, and the plans for the future.

viet nAm
87,840,000 people
331,051 km2

myAnmAr
59,534,300 people
676,577 km2

philippines
92,340,000 people
300,000 km2

lAo pdr
6,385,057 people
236,800 km2

thAilAnd
65,926,261 people
513,120 km2

mAlAysiA
29,527,122 people
330,252 km2

The Association of
Southeast Asian Nations
(aSEan) consists of 10
countries with nearly 600
million people. Every year,
on average, the ASEAN
region experiences losses
related to natural disasters
estimated at uS$ 4.6 billion *

cAmbodiA
14,957,800 people
181,035 km2
brunei dArussAlAm
406,200 people
5.765 km2
singApore
5,310,000 people
710 km2

indonesiA
237,641,326 people
1,860,360 km2

* Source: Advancing Disaster Risk Financing
and Insurance in ASEAN Countries, World
Bank, GFDRR, ASEAN, and UNISDR

16%

7%
3%
0, 007%

18%

Flood

71

Storm

21

landslide

27

Wind

25

Earthquake 10

13%

Volcano

5

Drought

1

43%
breakdown of types of disasters in the ASEAN region in 2012

A Conference of Parties (COP) was formed to periodically review
and evaluate the implementation of AADMER.
Each strategic component of AADMER is looked after by a Working
Group under the care of one or more Chair or Lead Shepherd
Countries.
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the FounDing FatheRs
AseAn commiTTee on disAsTer mAnAgemenT (Acdm)

The ACDM serves as the main subsidiary body that
oversees the operational implementation of AADMER
under the Conference of Parties (COP). Its roles include
some of the following:
•

•

•
•
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Providing leadership and guidance towards
fulfilling the goals and objectives of AADMER
pursuant of the vision of disaster-resilient nations
and safer communities within ASEAN by 2015;
Initiate, direct and oversee the development,
monitoring and implementation of the AADMER
Work Programme and other initiatives implemented
by the respective Working Groups;
Strengthen coordination with relevant ASEAN bodies;
Collaborate with ASEAN’s dialogue partners,

•

•

multilateral agencies, NGOs and the private
sector;
Enhance sharing of resources and information on
disaster management, including the promotion of
research; and
Present reports and make recommendations to the
COP for their consideration.

In line with the Agreement on the Establishment of
the AHA Centre, the ACDM would also function as
the Governing Board for the AHA Centre. The ACDM
is headed by a Chair, supported by a Vice Chair, and
consists of the National Focal Points, that is the Head
of each Member State’s National Disaster Management
Office. It meets at least once a year.

Acdm FocAl poinTs
national Disaster management Centre

relief and resettlement Department

Ministry of Home Affairs
Berakas BB 3510
Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei Darussalam
BRUNEI
DARUSSALAM

CAMBODIA

Col (R) Pengiran Dato Paduka Hj Rosli bin
Pengiran Hj Chuchu
Director

Building No.23
Special Development Zone
Naypyidaw City, Myanmar
MYANMAR

national Committee for Disaster
management (nCDm)

national Disaster risk reduction and
management Council and administrator

Rue. 516 Sangkat Tuol Sangke,
Khan Ruseykeo, Phnom Penh, Cambodia

Office of Civil Defense
Camp General Aguinaldo,
Quezon City, Philippines

Mr. Ma Norith
Advisor to NCDM

PHILIPPINES

national Disaster management agency

H.E. Syamsul Ma’arif
Head of National Disaster Management
Agency

91 Ubi Avenue 4
Singapore 408827

SINGAPORE

National Disaster Management Office
Department of Social Welfare

Mr. Prasith Phommatheth
Director-General

3/12 U-Thong Nok Rd.
Dusit, Bangkok, Thailand

THAILAND

national Security Council

H.E. Datuk Mohamed Thajudeen bin Abdul
Wahab
Secretary

Mr. Chatchai Phromlert
Director-General

Directorate of Department of Dyke
management and Flood, Storm Control

Prime Minister’s Department
G Level, West Wing
Perdana Putra Building
Putrajaya 62502, Malaysia
MALAYSIA

Eric Yap Wee Teck
Commissioner

Department of Disaster prevention and
mitigation

Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare
Pangkham Road, PO Box 374
Vientiane, Lao PDR
LAO PDR

Benito T. Ramos
Executive Director

Singapore Civil Defense Force

Ir. Juanda No. 36
Jakarta 10110, Indonesia

INDONESIA

U Soe Aung
Director-General

Ministry of Building A4, No 02 Ngoc Ha
Str., Ba Dinh District
Hanoi, Viet Nam
VIET NAM

Mr. Vu Van Tu
Acting Director – Chief of Ofﬁce
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8 august
1967

Declaration of
aSEan Concord I

Declaration of
aSEan Concord II

Member countries
shall extend
assistance for relief of
Member Countries in
distress.

Intensify cooperation
in addressing
problems with,
inter alia, disaster
management.

bangkok Declaration
Commitment
of ASEAN to
promote regional
co-operation in
Southeast Asia in
the spirit of equality
and partnership and
thereby contribute
towards peace,
progress and
prosperity in the
region.

24
FebRuaRY
1976

26 June
1976

aSEan Declaration
on mutual assistance
on natural Disasters

2004
inDian ocean
tsunami

7 octobeR
2003

Cooperation in
improving disaster
management
capacities, and
mutual assistance in
case of calamities.

2004-2010

Declaration on
action to Strengthen
Emergency relief,
rehabilitation,
reconstruction and
prevention in the
aftermath of the
Earthquake and
Tsunami Disaster of
26 December 2004

aSEan regional
programme on
Disaster management
(2004-2010)
Includes
implementation of
an ASEAN Response
Action Plan.

6 JanuaRY
2005

AseAn Agreement on
disaster management
and emergency
response (AAdmer) is
signed.

18 to 22
JanuaRY
2005

AAADMER foresees the
creation of AHA Centre.

Hyogo Declaration
and Hyogo
Framework of
action

26 JulY
2005

Strengthening
regional
approaches to
disaster response.

the biRth of
the aha centRe
From AAdmer To 17 novemBer 2011

B

etween 2009 and 2011, ASEAN leaders vigorously
promoted the establishment of the AHA Centre:

The day moved closer and closer: At the 18th
ACDM Meeting in Pattaya, Thailand, on 9-10 September
2011, Member States announced their readiness to sign
the AHA Centre Agreement.
On 17 November 2011, the AHA Centre was formally
established through the signing of the “Agreement on
the Establishment of the ASEAN Coordinating Centre
for Humanitarian Assistance on disaster management
(AHA Centre) by ASEAN Foreign Ministers and
witnessed by ASEAN Head of States.

aha centRe
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“We welcome with satisfaction the signing of the Agreement
on the Establishment of the ASEAN Coordinating Centre for
Humanitarian Assistance on disaster management (AHA
Centre) by our Foreign Ministers on the sidelines of the 19th
ASEAN Summit. We further welcome the official launch
of the AHA Centre on 17 November 2011 as a mechanism
in facilitating cooperation and coordination among the
ASEAN Member States and with relevant United Nations
agencies and international organizations to promote regional
collaboration.”
statement of the AseAn chairman, h.e. susilo bambang yudhoyono, at the 19th
AseAn summit, bali, indonesia, 17 november 2011

First regional
workshop on the
establishment of the
AHA Centre.

25 JulY
2006

39th ASEAN
Ministerial Meeting
(AMM) notes the
need to set up
AHA Centre.

13 - 15
DecembeR
2006

12-14
maRch
2007

Second regional
workshop on the
aHa Centre and
9th aCDm meeting

40th AMM endorses
the offer of
Indonesia to host
AHA Centre.

Interim AHA
Centre set up
at the National
Disaster
Management
Agency of
Indonesia (BNPB).

29 - 30
JulY 2007

9th ACDM meeting
endorses initial
conops, road map
and priority action
plan of interim AHA
Centre.

30 octobeR
2010

17th aSEan Summit
ASEAN leaders
looking forward for
operationalisation of
the AHA Centre

23 - 25
FebRuaRY
2011
17th meeting of
aCDm
ACDM agrees on
steps to set up
provisional AHA
Centre.

AseAn charter
enters into force.

octobeR
2007

8 maY
2011

18th aSEan Summit
The Chairman of
ASEAN reaffirm
commitment to
ensure effective
operation of AHA
Centre and reaffirms
importance of
establishing AHA
Centre.

2008
cYclone
naRgis

15 DecembeR
2008

14th Acdm meeting
sets up task force to
establish AhA centre.
AseAn Agreement on
disaster management
and emergency
response (AAdmer)
enters into force.

23-25
octobeR
2009

15th aSEan
Summit, Cha-am
Hua Hin, instructs
ACDM to set up
a fully functioning
AHA Centre.

1 DecembeR
2009

hua hin
declaration on
the roadmap
of the AseAn
community
(2009-2015)

19 JulY
2011

44th aSEan
Foreign ministers’
meeting
Ministers agree on
the content of the
Agreement on the
Establishment of
the AHA Centre.

9-10
septembeR
2011
18th aCDm meeting
States announce
readiness to
sign AHA Centre
Agreement.

17 novembeR
2011

19th aSEan Summit
in bali, Indonesia
Signing of
Agreement on the
Establishment of
AHA Centre.
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estAblishing the centre

conFeRence of the paRties (cop)
photo: courtesy oF bnpb.

F

ollowing the 19th ACDM meeting on 14 March 2012,
the First Meeting of the Conference of Parties (COP)
to AADMER was held in Jakarta on 15-16 March
2012. In line with the decision of ASEAN Leaders at the
19th ASEAN Summit in November 2011, the Meeting reaffirmed that AADMER should remain as the main regional
policy backbone and coordinating platform for disaster
management in ASEAN. In reference to this, the ASEAN’s
collective response to disasters will be strengthened
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when AHA Centre is fully operational. Therefore the
Meeting agreed that the focus of ASEAN’s efforts should
be on getting the AHA Centre up and running and the
mechanisms under the AADMER is fully in place as well as
the focus of AADMER implementation and AHA Centre
should be on natural disaster. The 1st COP Meeting also
adopted the Financial Rules for the AADMER Fund and
agreed to the amount of the annual and equal contribution
of ASEAN Member States to the AHA Centre Fund.

photo: courtesy of bnpb.

19th ACDM Meeting, 14 March 2012 in Jakarta, Indonesia.

Visit of the delegates of Conference of the Parties to AADMER and the Secretary General of ASEAN to AHA Centre 15 March, 2012.
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Establishing the Centre

Setting Up Home
The HUB

O

ffice space for the AHA Centre was provided by
the Government of Republic of Indonesia, as the
Host Country of the AHA Centre, located at BPPT
1st Building 17th Floor on Jalan Thamrin, in the centre of
Jakarta. It hosts the Operation Room - the nerve centre
of the AHA Centre.
Equipped with the latest ICT and office systems, multiple
hazard information links, professional and skilled staff,
this is the monitoring, coordinative, and logistical
control room for ASEAN’s regional humanitarian and
disaster management activities – before, during and
after emergencies.
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strUctUre of the aha centRe
R

ecognizing the difference that a highly qualified,
experienced, and dedicated team makes to
effective disaster management, the AHA Centre
has been carrying out a major recruitment drive in 2012

for which the ASEAN Secretariat’s Disaster Management
and Humanitarian Assistance along with HR Divisions
provided invaluable assistance.

Conference of the
parties (COp) to
aaDmEr

Secretary - general of
aSEan as Humanitarian
assistance Coordinator

oRganigRam
aha centRe

aCDm as governing
board

Executive Director

Head of Corporate
affairs & programme
Division

Head of Operations
Division

preparedness &
response

Disaster monitoring
& analysis

Consultant, advisor,
Technical assistant

admin, Hr, Finance

ICT

programme
Officer
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Functions & Achievements

AHA Centre :
The Engine of AADMER
The AHA Centre is the regional, operational
manifestation of AADMER. Its key roles, as outlined in
AADMER and the Agreement on the Establishment of
the AHA Centre are:

All roles are networked through the Focal Points of
Member State’s National Disaster Management Offices,
as well as with international organisations, leading
hazard data providers, and research institution.

Risk
Identification
and Monitoring

AHA CENTRE
Cooperation
and
Collaboration

Emergency
Response

AHA CENTRE
Anniversary Report
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ASEAN
Standby
Arrangement

Monitoring & Analysis
The Function

Achievements
in Year One:

T

he AHA Centre fulfills a unique and multi-level role
in regional disaster monitoring, analysis, and
dissemination.

1

Receive disaster-related data
and individual risk levels from
Member States and a wide range
of hazard monitoring agencies.

2

Check, filter, and consolidate,
data and risk level information.

3

Provide an aggregate, regional
level situational analysis, in
line with AHA Centre’s unique
transboundary mandate.

4

Disseminate and report findings
to Members, thereby supporting
their early warning capacity.

S

upported by a powerful new software and
hardware infrastructure, the AHA Centre has
achieved operational capability in each of its
functional areas.
Systems in place after Year One include:

01

Disaster Monitoring and Response System
(DMRS)

02

AHA Centre Disaster Information
Dissemination System

03

The ASEAN Disaster Information Network
(AdiNet)

04

Incident Management Software

05

ASEAN DRR Portal, hosted by the AHA Centre

21
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DMRS System

1.
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DisasteR monitoRing anD Response sYstem (DmRs):

Operational as of November 2012, this is AHA
Centre’s key platform for real-time, multi-hazard,
situational awareness, gathering of Essential
Elements of Information (EEI), and decision
making support.
One of the most sophisticated systems available
internationally, DMRS incorporates GIS technology
for static and dynamic, as well as spatial and nonspatial hazard data integration; connects to a variety
of hazard data providers; incorporates disasteralerting functions with flexible severity thresholds;
and supports hazard modeling, as well as risk and
vulnerability assessments.
Prior to its installation, DMRS was preceded by a
prototype, EMOPS, based on the DisasterAware
System of the Pacific Disaster Centre.

2.

aha centRe DisasteR inFoRmation Dissemination
sYstem:

Any disaster-related updates are monitored daily,
entered into this system, and communicated to
National Focal Points. In addition, the updates are
made available on AHA Centre’s twitter posting at
https://twitter.com/ahacentre.

3.

the asean DisasteR inFoRmation netWoRk (aDinet):

AdiNet contains a live ticker with summaries
of natural disasters occurring in the region. It is
currently being used to log all disaster events, while

plans are being made to establish a regional disaster
database. Once an event has been logged, the AHA
Centre disseminates this information as a weekly
or 10-day summary by email to the National Focal
Points.
The future plan for this site is to move towards an
open community disaster information network,
where everyone can post info on a disaster in
the region upon approval by the AHA Centre
Administrator. This can be accessed on http://
adinet.ahacentre.org.

4.

inciDent management soFtWaRe:

This is the original, web-enabled crisis information
management system of AHA Centre and provides
secure and real-time information sharing for
regional disaster managers.
Some further automated entry facilities shall be
made available to reduce the potential redundancy

of manual entries. Some added features will also be
needed to ensure interactive chat and messaging
capabilities between Member States and the AHA
Centre.

5.

hosting the asean DRR poRtal:

The ASEAN Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR)
Portal contains DRR-related news, guidelines,
and articles. As part of the development of AHA’s
knowledge management capacity, the ownership of
the ASEAN DRR Portal was officially transferred to
the AHA Centre in March 2012. This portal can be
accessed on http://aseandrr.ahacentre.org.

23
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Disaster pRepaReDness
A

s reflected in AADMER, ASEAN Member
States have committed themselves to
developing national and regional standby
arrangements in order to enhance their disaster
preparedness.
This includes earmarking relevant resources, assets, and
expertise, which, in case of need, can be requested by a

AHA Centre facilitates access to
these facilitates during a disaster
through designated entry points
and staging areas.

AHA Centre
regularly reviews
the Standard
Operating
Procedures (SOP)
that are in place
at the regional
level.

AHA Centre facilitates
institutional capacity
building and technical
cooperation.

aha centRe
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disaster-affected Member State, in order to supplement
its own disaster response capacities.
The AHA Centre, under the guidance of the Working
Group on Preparedness and Response (currently chaired
by Malaysia and Singapore), plays a crucial supporting
role on several levels:

AHA Centre regularly
consolidates, updates and
disseminates the data
on standby facilities and
communicates these to
Member States.

Member States
regularly inform
the AHA Centre
of resources
available for
regional standby
arrangements.

AHA Centre facilitates the
establishment, maintenance
and periodical review of
these arrangements.

Achievements
Kuala Lumpur

Building a regional emergency
stockpile:
•

The AHA Centre, under the guidance of the ACDM
Working Group on Preparedness and Response, has
progressively developed a stockpile of humanitarian
assets that can be deployed to the disaster affected
area in the Region.

•

This includes: Mobile storages, office and living
prefabs, generators, family tents, ASEAN Family
Kits, shelter toolkits, rescue boats, ready-to-eat
meals, office supplies and ICT support.

•

The stockpile is located at Subang Airbase in the
southwest of Kuala Lumpur, which hosts the United
Nations Humanitarian Response Depot (UNHRD),
managed by the World Food Programme (WFP).

Subang

Institutional Capacity Building:
•

The AHA Centre is developing a regional “Young
Executive Programme”, lasting altogether three
years, through which two junior staff members
from each Member State’s National Disaster
Management Office will be working and learning,
at the AHA Centre for one year at a time – that is
60 officers over three years - and thus enhance
their skills in disaster preparedness and response,
with a particular focus on emergency logistics
management. The first officers are expected to
come on board in 2013.
AHA’s emergency stockpile

25
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ASEAN Standard operation Procedure for Regional Standby Arrangements and Coordination of
Joint Disaster Relief and Emergency Response operations (SASoP)
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Disaster Response
U
State.

nder AADMER, the AHA Centre’s role
encompasses the facilitation, upon request, of
assistance to a disaster-affected Member

This includes initial impact and needs assessments
that can support an affected Member State’s capacity
to decide on the type and extent of internal or external
disaster assistance required.
In this function, AHA Centre now has the authority to
deploy the ASEAN Emergency Rapid Assessment
Team (ERAT).

Achievements:

-

During Year One, the AHA Centre has:
•
•
•
•
•

Compiled and updated the ERAT SOP and
database;
Mapped the capacity and connectivity of ERAT’s
operational set-up;
Introduced ERAT to Member States’ National
Disaster Management Offices;
Carried out a scenario exercise with ERAT;
Deployed ERAT on a flood mission to Thailand
(15-24 October 2011) with the following objectives:
Assist the Department of Disaster Prevention
and Mitigation (DDPM), in assessing the
situation in the affected provinces;

ERAT is staffed by officers from the
National Disaster Management Offices,
who have undergone special ERAT
training and are included in a continuously
updated standby roster managed by the
AHA Centre. ERAT works on the basis of
the SASOP and other detailed operational
guidelines that govern its mobilization
and mission procedures. Its sectoral
expertise includes:

Health &
Nutrition

Shelter

-

-

Assess the basic and immediate needs of the
affected populations;
Study the effectiveness and adequacy of the
Government’s response to mitigate the flood
situation; and
Exercise the linkage between ERAT and, via
the AHA Centre, the ASEAN disaster response
mechanism.

Further, the AHA Centre was able to respond to the
6.8 M Earthquake in Myanmar. The AHA Centre has
dispatched 250 multi-purpose tents and 70 rolls of
tarpauline as response to the urgent needs confirmed by
the Government of Myanmar.

Water and
sewage,
as well as
hydro-electric
and irrigation
systems

Agriculture,
livestock,
fisheries

Infrastructure, Transportation
Logistics
power and
(roads, bridges, assessments
communications
airports)
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Technical Cooperation
T

o promote, and benefit from, closer cooperation
and collaboration in the region, the AHA Centre
has actively participated in a wide range of
technical and scientific sharing activities, workshops,

AHA CENTRE
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seminars, and exercises with specialist forums and
organisation, while fostering closer interaction with a
range of international hazard data providers.

•

AHA Centre ICT User Workshop, 22- 24 May
2012, Jakarta, Indonesia
The ICT User Workshop aimed at increasing
mutual awareness amongst ASEAN National
Disaster Management Offices of their respective
ICT systems, as well as understanding the current
status of the systems available at the AHA Centre.
Connectivity and the ITC Phase II Project were also
at the centre of this workshop.

•

Cooperation with JICA on Data Collection during
Disaster Management Surveys and Development
of Regional Flood Risk Assessment Guidelines,
11-13 June 2012, Jakarta, Indonesia
This workshop centered on the establishment of
sophisticated flood risk assessment tools.

•

IFRC-UNOCHA, Joint Seminar on the Role of
Customs, 8-10 May 2012, Bangkok, Thailand
The Seminar highlighted challenges in dealing
with Customs roles, bringing in the World Customs
Organisation and its Member States along with
NGOs, National Disaster Management Offices,
UN agencies, as well as Red Cross/Red Crescent
National Societies.

•

ADRC-LAPAN-ASEAN Cooperation Project on
the Utilization of Space-based Technologies for
Disaster Risk Management, 26 - 27 June 2012,
Bogor, Indonesia
AHA Centre presented its functions and capabilities
at this forum for remote sensing and mapping
techniques.

•

Sentinel Asia, Joint Project Team Participation,
since 29 May 2012
Sentinel Asia is a voluntary basis initiative led by
the Asia-Pacific Regional Space Agency Forum
(APRSAF) to support disaster management activities
by applying Web-GIS technology and space-based
technologies, such as earth observation satellite
data. AHA Centre is a member organisation since
29 May 2012 and took part in the 9th Sentinel Asia
Training in Jakarta, Indonesia, on 2 October 2012.
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aha centre
Response to mYanmaR
A

strong earthquake with magnitude of 6.8 Richter
Scale (RS) occurred in Myanmar on November
11, 2012 at 01:12:37 GMT. The epicenter was
located about 72 km north of Shwe Bo and 131 km north
of Mandalay Seismological Observatory. Based on the
report by the Relief and Resettlement Department
(RRD) of the Ministry of Social Welfare, Republic of the
Union of Myanmar, damage was expected in Mandalay
and Sagaing region. The affected areas are as follows:
1.

Mandalay Region: Township of Sint Ku, Tha
Baik Kyin, Madaya, Pyin Oo Lwin, Mogok,
Aungmyethazan, Chanayethazan, Mahaaungmye,
Pyigyidagun,, Amarapura, Patheingyi, Kyaukse,
Sintgaing, Myittha, Tada-U and Wundwin

2.

Sagaing Region: Township of Shwe Bo, Khin Oo,
Kyauk Myaung, Kanbalu, Sagaing, Ye-U and
Wetlet.

The Earthquake was reported affecting 6687 people in
24 townships with casualties as follow:
•
17 deaths
•
114 injured
•
1836 houses, 513 religious buildings, 192 schools, 7
hospitals, 22 clinics, and 1 bridge.
AHA Centre team was able to coordinate with the (RRD)
of the Ministry of Social Welfare, Republic of the Union
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of Myanmar to conduct a mission to Myanmar. The main
objective of the team is to understand the impact of the
earthquake and to assess if AHA Centre could provide
support to ongoing emergency response operations. The
team was led by the AHA Centre Executive Director,
joined by AHA Centre’s Senior Emergency Preparedness
and Response Officer and Senior Programme Officer of
JAIF Management Team.
The team was accompanied by the ASEAN ERAT
Team member from Myanmar and able to visit several
impacted areas in Kyauk Myaung village, Shwe Bo
Township. During the mission 250 multi-purpose tents
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and 70 rolls of tarpauline were identified as an urgent
need. The 1st batch of the multi-purpose tents was
dispatched on 23 November, from the UNHRD-WFP
warehouse in Subang, Kuala Lumpur Malaysia. The
delivery of 250 multi-purpose tents was completed
on 26 November 2012, while the 70 rolls of tarpaulin

were purchased locally in Myanmar. The handover of
these relief items from the AHA Centre to the Relief
and Resettlement Department of Ministry of Social
Welfare, Republic of the Union of Myanmar was held
on Tuesday, 27 November 2012 in Yangon, Myanmar.
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PARTNERS
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suppoRt froM Dialogue
paRtneRs

T

he AHA Centre has received generous provision, both financially and in kind, from ASEAN Member States, as
well as the following international dialogue partners:

AUsTrAliA

Under the “Cooperation Arrangement between
Australia and ASEAN”, AUD 1 million were
made available to bridge the AHA Centre’s
initial financial and operational needs in 20122013. The ASEAN Secretariat has been directed
by the ACDM during the special ACDM meeting
in December 2011 to manage the implementation of
the AHA Centre establishment. Therefore under this
arrangement, the ASEAN Secretariat is overseeing the
overall implementation of the programme and providing
key administrative functions and recruitment process to
the AHA Centre in utilizing the support from Australia.
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H.E. Gillian bird Australian Ambassador to ASEAN, Ms. Adelina Kamal Head
of DMHA of the ASEAN Secretariat and Dr Matt Hayne Director for AIFDR.

Specifically, the funds are being used for:
•
•
•

•

Establishing full operationalization through
recruitment of staff.
Covering the costs for core business and
administrative areas.
Supporting the implementation of key functions
in the Strategic Work Plan, including the
communication plan and monitoring.
Identifying longer-term strategic issues going
forward.

eUropeAn Union

H.E. Julian wilson Eu Ambassador to ASEAN, Dr
Agostino Miozzo Managing Director of the Crisis Response
Department in the European External Action Service and
David Verboom Head of ECHo Regional Support.

The European Union is supporting the AHA
Centre through:
•

Knowledge sharing activities. This includes, for
example, mutual consultative visits by EU and
ASEAN delegations (including the AHA Centre).

•

Based on the mutual consultations and exchanges,
it is expected that a longer-term arrangement

for knowledge sharing and collaboration can be
identified.
•

Further perspectives on future capacity building
for AHA Centre staff could include, for example, a
Senior Executive Programme including EU Member
States, the ASEAN Secretariat, the AHA Centre and
National Disaster Management Offices.
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JApAn

H.E. Kimihiro Ishikane Japan Ambassador to ASEAN.

The Government of Japan, through the
Japan-ASEAN Integration Fund (JAIF), has
contributed:
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USD 12,265,966.59 to the project “Establishment of
a Disaster Emergency Logistic System for ASEAN”,
which includes establishing emergency stockpiles,
developing institutional capacity, as well as
communication and awareness building.

•

USD 1,627,634.00 for the (already completed) project
“Establishment of an Integrated Information and
Communication Technology System to Strengthen
the Operation of the AHA Centre” (ICT Phase I
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Project). This included the supply of an integrated
software and hardware system on which AHA’s
various disaster management applications are now
running successfully.
•

In 2013, ICT Phase I Project is expected to be
followed by ICT Phase II, which will focus on
seamless connectivity of AHA’s systems with the
NDMO infrastructure.

In addition to the above the Government of Japan has
also provided support on data collection survey and
disaster management expert through Japan International
Cooperation Agency (JICA).

neW ZeAlAnd

H.E. David taylor New zealand Ambassador to ASEAN.

The New Zealand Government has supported
the AHA Centre through the provision of:
Two (2) advisors to support the development of the
Strategic Work Plan that is critical for AHA Centre
in setting its direction and priorities for at least the

next 3 years. The Government of New Zealand is also
continuing to provide such support by providing Advisor
on short term and intermittent basis. The development
of Job Descriptions for certain senior positions at
AHA Centre was also supported by Advisor from the
Government of New Zealand.
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UniTed sTATes
oF AmericA

H.E. David l. Carden uS Ambassador to ASEAN.

The United
contributed:
•

•
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States

Government

has

The state-of-the-art Disaster Monitoring and
Response System (DMRS), which, as described
above, is the key platform for AHA’s regional
disaster preparedness and response activities.
DMRS is fully functional as of November 2012.
The US Government also provided its earlier
prototype version, EMOPS, which was used by the
AHA Centre during start-up.

•

The United States Government also provided ICT
equipment to the AHA, which was previously used
by the ASEAN Humanitarian Task Force (AHTF)
in response to Cyclone Nargis in Myanmar, and
has now been transferred to the AHA Centre. This
includes laptop computers, printers, scanners,
wireless routers, and satellite phones.

•

Technical Assistance through an advisor during
the establishment of the AHA Centre through the
ASEAN-US Technical Assistance and Training
Facility (USTATF) as well as technical assistance
from the US Forest Service.
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Outlook for Year TWO

Planned Activities
T

he AHA Centre will continue to build on the
foundations laid in Year One in all four thematic
areas of its mandate, such as:

Strengthen Connectivity with Member States.

Further Develop the standby arrangement and
Disaster emergency logistic system.

Further enhance mechanism and strengthen the
capacity of the ASEAN Emergency rapid assessment
Team (ERAT).
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Further enhance the ICT infrastructure
including interoperability and connectivity.

Strengthen and further enhance the partnership
with regional and international hazard
monitoring agencies.

Start the Young Executive Programme.

Participate in the 2013 Relevant Joint Emergency
response exercise and simulation in the region.

Continue close cooperation with dialogue
partners and relevant organisations.
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The Team

Our key staff on board include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Said Faisal
Executive Director
Khiam Jin Lee
Head of Corporate Affairs and Program Division
Rivie Ayudhia
Executive Assistant
Adi Bishry
ICT Officer
Ferny Hapsari
HR/Administration Officer
Dwi Nurlita
Finance Officer

7.

Olivia Christiani
Receptionist
8. Janggam Adhityawarma
Senior Disaster Monitoring and Analysis Officer
9. Bachtiar Andy Musaffa
Disaster Monitoring and Analysis Officer
10. Arnel Capili
Senior Emergency Preparedness and Response Officer
11. Rio Augusta
Preparedness and Response Officer (Logistics)
12. Leny Jakaria
Preparedness and Response Oficer (ERAT)

www.ahacentre.org
www.twitter.com/ahacentre
www.facebook.com/ahacentre
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